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CCOP PATROL REPORT: FRIDAY 02/03/2017 
Roving Foot Patrol (RFP) 23:00-02:00  
 
 
CONDITIONS:  
 
Cool with intermittent rain showers throughout the patrol.  
  
NOTABLE INCIDENTS: 
 
23:00 Start of Patrol 
 

• 23:25 444 Castro Street – Posted Trespass (MPC25), Amplified Sound 
(43): BFA observed within the doorway of the Citi Bank playing an 
amplified keyboard in close proximity to the ATM machines and the Night 
Deposit area. We also observed a valid MPC25 properly posted on the 
bank façade. Advised the WFA of the MPC25 ordnance and asked her to 
move away from the area of the ATM’s explaining there was also a State 
Law prohibiting loitering in proximity to ATM’s. At first the subject refused 
to comply, stating “I play here all the time and no-one ever moves me.” 
We repeated the reasons for us asking her to move and she again refused. 
We advised that we would call SFPD if she did not comply, and on a third 
refusal, we called the non-emergency and Patrol Special Police.  Subject 
eventually moved to the edge of the sidewalk by the parked cars when 
she realized we had indeed called SFPD, but continued to play the 



amplified keyboard.  We advised her of the amplified sound ordnance and 
the late hour, and again the subject initially refused to comply, but after 
about five minutes began to break down the keyboard and eventually 
moved on. CAD # 170344020  Disposition: ABA (Abated) 

 
• 23:30 444 Castro Street – Member of the public contact (901): As we 

were handling the above incident, a member of the public approached us 
identifying themselves as a resident who lives directly above the bank.  
Subject asked what could be done about the subject of the above incident, 
indicating they had been at the bank “all week” playing late into the 
evening and preventing the reporter from sleeping.  We advised the 
reporter to call the non-emergency number to report the noise complaint, 
and if other neighbors in the residence were also disturbed similarly, to 
advise them to do likewise on each occasion the problem occurred. 
Advised the reporter to also obtain a CAD number for each report to track 
the number of incidents occurring.  Reporter thanked us for the 
information and for handling the situation on this evening.   DISPOSITION:  
NCR (No Crime) 

 
• 23:37  Harvey Milk Plaza MUNI Station Underground Garden – 

Trespass (601): Observed a WMA camped out under the walkway 
overpass within the fenced garden at the entrance to the MUNI station.  
As we lit the subject with our flashlights as we walked down the station 
steps, he immediately got up and began to gather his belongings, 
ultimately climbing over the fence onto the upper walkway overpass and 
left the area.  As we were waiting for the subject to leave, the MUNI 
station agent came out to chat with us and thanked us for moving the 
subject on, advising us that one of his female colleagues had been 
“scared by one of them as she came to work yesterday.”  We advised the 
agent to call the non-emergency number to report the trespass every time 
they noticed anyone in the garden, or to call 911 if they felt endangered 
themselves, or if they felt other members of the public may be endangered 
by the conduct of any individuals on the station property.  The agent 
thanked us for our presence and for moving on the trespass subject.  
DISPOSITION: HAN (Handled) 

 
• 23:50  2338 Market Street – Well Being Check (910): Observed an 

individual wrapped fully in a blanket within a business doorway. We 
conducted a well being check. WMA roused and refused Medical and 
HOT assistance.  DISPOSITION:  NCR (No Crime) 

 
• 23:53  Market & 16th Street Intersection – Intoxicated Person (811): 

While patrolling on the North side of Market, crossing the Northern 16th 
Street and Market Street intersection we observed a WMA standing in the 
roadway on the South side of the intersection. Subject appeared to be 
intoxicated and paid no attention to the traffic signals changing to green, 



allowing Market Street traffic to drive directly towards him. We attempted 
to capture his attention with our flashlights unsuccessfully.  Two vehicles 
drove around him but the third vehicle was a UCSF Police SUV which 
activated its emergency lights and attempted to move the subject using 
the vehicles warbler. Subject refused to move, so the UCSF Sergeant got 
out of his vehicle to move the subject to the sidewalk. We stopped 
Westbound traffic on Market Street to cross over and provide assistance 
to the Sergeant, as we were unsure how the subject would respond.  
Subject complied with the Sergeant and waited on the sidewalk. Subject 
was very intoxicated, but able to stand, comply with basic commands, but 
was very confused as to simple details such as his wife’s telephone 
number when we attempted to contact someone to come and take him 
home. Ultimately we determined he had a valid credit card, so the 
Sergeant requested a Taxi to attend the location and we sent the subject 
home in the Taxi.  We thanked the Sergeant for his response and he 
thanked us for our assistance and support.  DISPOSITION:  HAN 
(Handled) 

 
• 00:15 Eureka Valley Harvey Milk Branch Library – Well Being Checks 

(910): Observed several individuals sitting within the doorway of the 
closed library. Conducted a well being check and all refused Medical and 
HOT assistance. One WMA requested a blanket, and we provided an 
emergency silver “space” blanket from our trauma kit to the subject. We 
did advise them of the properly posted MPC25, but due to the rainy night, 
we did not ask them to move on.  DISPOSITION: NCR (No Crime) 

 
• 00:51 Walgreens Parking Lot – Posted Loitering (MPC25): Observed a 

WMA sitting in a Silver Prius.  Made contact with the subject and advised 
him of the ordnance prohibiting loitering, but subject refused to comply 
requests for him to either leave the lot on foot, or dive his vehicle from the 
lot. We advised we would call SFPD but as the subject continued to refuse 
to comply, we called the SFPD non-emergency number. CAD # 
170344186.  DISPOSITION: REP (Report) 

 
• 01:10 Harvey Milk Plaza – Intoxicated Person (811): Observed a WMA 

swaying while standing next to the entry doorway to the Soul Cycle facility. 
Conducted a well being check. Subject advised he was o.k. and refused 
medical assistance.  We escorted him to the MUNI F line across the street 
in Jane Warner Plaza.  DISPOSITION: NCR (No Crime) 

 
• 01:20 Approximately 3518  16th Street – Well Being Check (910):  

Observed a subject lying on the ground next facing into the buildings just 
below a warm air extraction vent.  Conducted a well being check.  Initially 
had some difficulty rousing the subject, but finally the WMA responded 
and refused Medical and HOT assistance.  DISPOSITION: NCR (No 
Crime) 



 
• 01:40 18th Street & Collingwood Street – Intoxicated Person (811): 

Observed a WMA standing in the crosswalk on the North side of 18th 
Street at Collingwood Street. Subject seemed to be swaying and unsteady 
on his feet. We conducted a well being check and the subject refused 
assistance, indicating he was calling an UBER to go home. Subject 
seemed somewhat incoherent, and we offered to hail a Taxi, and indeed 
succeeded in doing so, but once the Taxi stopped the subject refused the 
Taxi once again saying he was going to call an UBER.  As the subject was 
standing on his own, talking with us – if somewhat incoherently – and 
refusing our assistance, we wished him well and left.  DISPOSITION: NCR 
(No Crime) 

 
• 01:41 18th Street & Collingwood Street – Intoxicated Person (811): As 

we were initiating contact with the WMA above, we also observed a WFA 
in the doorway to the Zapata Mexican Grill restaurant who also appeared 
intoxicated. We conducted a well being check but the subject refused 
assistance, preferring to try to call on her cell phone for someone to come 
and pick her up.  DISPOSITION: NCR (No Crime) 

 
02:00 End Of Patrol 
 
PASSING CALLS 
 
MUNI Castro Street Station, K&D’s, Q Bar,  440,  Beaux Bar,  Toad Hall, 
Edge, Badlands, Easy Breezy, Harvey Milk Plaza, Jane Warner Plaza, Castro 
Theatre Parking Lot, Wallgreens Parking Lot, Chase Bank Parking Lot, 
Eureka Valley Recreation Center, Driving Patrol through Duboce Triangle 
area.     


